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BqckleyBars 3rd 'P ~rty,
Calls for Vietnam Aid

Rep. Holtzman To
Speak on Sunday

that many Vi etnamese people Congress.
Buckley
sa id
could · be slaughtered if the that legislators are often forced to
U.S. Senator Jam es Buckley President's request is rejected by rush on the floor and get a capsule
•
analysis of a bill from someone
(C-R,
N. Y.)
ca lled
for Congress. ·
conservatives lQ work within the
Buckl ey went on to explain the that they trust. "This is a sloppy

Holtzman (D., N.Y. ) will speak on
the subject of "The Politics of

by Dave Geringer

two-party system, during his press question of military assistance. way of doing our nation's
conference following an address in "Will
we deny the South business," Buckley continued.
. the Moot Court Room Friday, Vietnamese th e capability to
April 11. Buckley· stated that he defend themselves?" the seriator
wasn't
encouraging
the asked .
development of a third party

presidential candidate next year,

a

Workload increased
In his earlier speech, Senator
proposal that has been made by
some conservative Republicans Buckley indicated that the
of the · average
who are dissatisfied with President workload
congressiona l office had
Ford.
Buckley, who was elected as a quadrupled. A legislator may. have
Conservative in a hotly-co ntested thret: com.mittee meetings to
three-way race, in 1970 but is now attend at the same time, 11)aking it

affiliated with the Republioan virtually impossible for him 'to keep
Party, indicated that a third-party track of most of the legislation in
movement would be encouraging
to the development of splinter
presidential
parties.
Some
politicians have pushed former
California Governor
Ronald
Reagan

as

a

Congresswoman

Conscience" this S~nday night,
April 27, as the guest of the

Distinguished Visitors Forum·. The

address will be held in the Moot
The Senator closed by claiming Courtroom beginning at 7:30 p.m.

that the way to restore the
ca pa city

of

the

federal

Prior to the sj:,eech, at 7:00,
th e Niagara Frontier Chapter of
the New York Civil Liberties

government to work effective ly
was to rediscover federalism,· Union will meet for a public
giving the states authority over session in the Moot Courtroom. A
their ow n affairs. "Federalism has fund-raising reception ,for the
historically been a great ,source of N.Y.C.L.U., cosponsored by the
strength in the American system, " Student Chapter, is scheduled
Sen,
Bu ckley
decl a red. earlier in the evening, from 6 to 7
_" Responsibilities should be p.m. in Room 105,
.delegaied.. -to the - lowest level of
In
Janu ary ,
1975,
Rep.
Ms. Holtzman, who represents
government competent to hand le a part of Brooklyn, is a 33.year Holtzman was appointed to the
them.
House
Budget
Committee
old Harvard Law School graduate,
serving her second term as established in 1974 as part of the
Representative of New • York's new Congressional budget process.
11

•

16th.

District.

The

youngest

The Committee has responsibility

woman ever elected to the House for setting budget targets and

ot' Representatives, she entered priorities as well as approximate
the Congress in Janu ary 1973
after defeat ing Rep. Emanual
Celler
in
the
June 1972

prospective

presidential candidate if a third
party is formed .
Senator Buckley also said that
he
would
support
both

Democr.atic Party primary.
As a member of the House

Judici ary Committee, the
Congresswoman participated in its
deliberations on the irrypeachment
of former President Nixon. She
retained her assignment on the
House Judiciary Committee in the

humanitarian and military aid fOr
South Vietnam in •'whatever the
appropriate amount is." ihe
senator said that if he had to vote
on the measure immediately, he

wou ld approve President Ford's
$722 · million package and " hope

94th. Congress.

that it would be worked out in

committee.''
Sen. Buckley said that the

appropriation . would assist in
evacuating the 6,000 Americans
remaiRing in Vietnam . He warned

Eli zabeth

Sen. Buckley respondln1 tO questl~ns followln1 Moot Courtroom address. - Carr

Congresswoman Holtzman is a
of

th e

Judiciary

Committee Subcommittees on
Immigration and Criminal Justice.
As a member of the ) udiciary

Committee she participated in the
Vic e President confirmation
hearings of Gerald Ford and
Neison Rockefell er u~der the
25th
Am e ndm ent
to
the

Constitution.

Fa cu Ity Debate,_ Tab Ie
Early Exam Proposal
by Ray Bowie

Wachtler: Court Crisis
by Louise Tarantino
-.
The Honorable Sol Wachtler, Associate Judge of
the New York Court of Appeals; discussed "The
Crisis in the Courts," ,Monday, April 7 in the Moot ·
Court Room.
·
A guest of ·the Distinguished Visitors Forum,
Judge Wachtler remarked about the various problems

tax and debt levels.
member

Changes can be made
"Don't look at this and say this is the way it is
and is supposed to be," Judge Wachtler advised his
audience'. He told. law studentsih-at they "can make
changes" by presenting appeals to the Bar and
moving toward the legislature.
.
He also warned law students not to "develop
thought processes endemic in our profession - what

Within several hours of the closing of the polls, the results of
SBA's calendar referendum were presented to the faculty at their April
9 meeting with a request from Associate Dean Robert Fleming that the
faculty go on record as favoring the principle of exams before
Christmas. Considerable discussion of the request led only to a vote
that the Budget and Program Review Committee draft specific
calendar options for consideration at the May faculty meeting.
Acknowledging irregularities in the referendum, Mr. Fleming
stated that the conclusion could still be drawn that the students
supported ttie-two early semester options by a margin of 8 to 1 over

caus'ing a crisis in the court system and the means of was is not good enough." Wachtler supported the present calendar. Of the 297 votes reported, students seemed, he
alleviating some of these difficulties.

•
breaking from precedents and traditions that are in . indicated, to vote equally for options two and three on the ballot,
existence only because they have always· been, not both of which included exams before Christmas.
·
For two and one-half days prior to the faculty meeting, the SBA
Wachtler advocated· taking certain matters, such because they are functional or practical . He point~d
as victimless er/Ines, out of the court, He suggested out several changes possible through progressive had, at BPRC's request, allowed students to indicate their preference

that crimes such as intoxication, violation of Blue legislation
Laws and prostitution should not be part of the
criminal jlist,ce system, and could more readily be
handled out of court.
Judge Wachtl.e r also said that uncontested_

- divOrce proceedings and annulments did not belong

and

implementation

of

modern on a referendum ballot for either the present system, an early•stop

technology in the court, such as videotaping of ,
testimony, a time-saving device which would allow a
filtering out of objections and motions and
presentatiQn of testimony in context.

Judge Wachtler also advised prospective trial

calendar beginning in· September, or an early-stop calendar beginning
late in August. Only 38 students voted for the current calendar, while
137 preferred the second (September 2 start) option and 122 voted for
the third (August 24 start). Approximately thirty ballots were voided

due to irr'egularities, which were more commonplace than in previous

in court when "hundreds of indictments are backed lawyers that in order for the adversary system to be
up because of lack of court space." Allowing law truly effective, both lawyers must be up to their

referenda since the ballot box was unstaffed.
· In the discussions following Mr. Fleming's presentation of the
secretaries to iake testimony in these cases and task. He P9inted out that trial lawyering demands. results to the faculty, opposition to or reservations about an early•stop
. presenting only the testimony to the judge for special technique, a technique which "separates the calendar arose on several grounds.
1

review is orie answer, Wachtler indicated.

lions from the lambs."

·

·

- contlnutd on page 5
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OPINION

April 24, 1975

I Editorials

E_
d itoriol Election~
• Opinion Editorial Board elec
tions for the 1975-76 school year
wil! be h'eld Wednesday, April 30
at 3:30 p.m. in Room 624, Posi

SBA Referendum· A Farce
Due to factors both under and beyond the control of
SBA, the recent referendum conducted to determine
calenda'r priorities was a farce . Despite being under pressure
to ·conduct the poll on rather short notice, the SBA
presented the referendum in a manner that can be charitably
described as poor.
President Rosemary Gerasia revealed that she was first
informed of the need for the poll only five days before it
was conducted. However, the publicity for the referendum

tions are open to any interested

law students. Anyone desiring to
was negligible, consisting of one sign located above the poll
box on the second floor on the day of the referendum.
The ballot box was also unstaffed, ~llowing students to
vote as many times as they wished. Ms. Gerasia claimed that.
she was unable to secure volunteers to work afthe voting
table. Efforts could have been made to conduct the
referendum in the SBA office, which is supp6sed to be open
during most of the day. It seems that SBA made only a
half-hearted effort and ended up with, at best, a half-assed
poll.

Knock Your Head Against The Wall
It is unfortunate that the members of the Law School · study (in effect, that students could not properly decide for
faculty saw fit to r~fer the calendar proposals back to themselves what would be ir, their own interest). Some
committee during their recent meeting. It seemed that the claimed that faculty deadlines for grading exams should be
traditional horror of exams after Christmas _was finally going extended so that professors should not have to grade
to be eliminated, but the tabling of the proposals indicates examinations during the holidays. This would be
that proponents of a revised schedule may be knocking their unnecessary, as . a substantial number of faculty members,
here never bother to adhere to the deadlines presently in
heads against the proverbial wall.
effect. It would be a shame if the proposed calendar reforms
Various faculty members voiced o_b jections, the most were rejected anil students could look forward to further .
of.t-used one being that students needed the extra time to futile attempts in the future .

run for an editorial position must

submit a statement declaring his
candidacy to the Editor-in-Chief
in Room 623 by noon Monday,
April 28. Absolutely no late appli•
cations will be considered. Inter
views will be conducted prior to
the elections.

Fenton Lectures: Law
& Social Change
A significant segment of the
legal profession views itself as
armed with a moral mandate to
promote change. Are lawyers
really effective in this role? What
part, if arty, can laWyers play in

bringing about social chan&!:?
These are some of the
questions that the James Fenton
Series lecturers will attempt to

answer in the Moot Court Ro'om
next Tuesday, May 1 at 8:00 -p.m.
The lectures and panel discu'ssions
on the topic "Lawyers and Social

Budget Pr~orities Needed

Change" will be held at that time.
Participants. in

The Student Bar Association , like everyone else in this
period of inflationary recession, has fallen on hard times this
year. The La~ School student government is faced with a
substantial depletion of its surplus funds and a projected net
income next year of only $23,600.
Treasurer Cathy Novack has been running a tight ship
with the SBA fisc since her election last February, and being
fully cognizant ,o f t,he prevailing .b,udgetary .)imitations, she
has already undertaken st~ps to in~ur,e ,,tlJat, a(locations for
the 1975-76 fiscal year are handled responsibly.

the • Fenton

Lectures this year are Dr. Stuart
However, there are certain activities which benefit so A. Scheingold, professor of
relatively few students and yet are so costly as not to be able political science, Univer~ity of
to pass muster under any cost/benefit standara. Chief among Washington; .- Michael Tigar,
these are the conventions which a number of organizations attorney, Williams, Connolly and
expect to attend at SBA expense each year, th~se , _Q,1/fapo1 Washington, D.C.; and
conventions usually located in Southern California or other Dr. Michael Walzer, professor of
points far south of Buffalo. Indeed, the conventions often government, Harvard University.
entail more pleasure than - business, and it has . become Professor Marc Galante, will
somewhat of an open scandal that SB~ .(OJ1tinu,es .to fund moderate the -partel discu sion
annual vacations for a few people each,..yi:ai'-;
,J : t
,
•fol 1?'l "'f -ih t '(1 '\rp al
Convention-expenses will cost SBA thousands of dollars presentations.
Dr. Scheingold _received his
next year even with new limitations on the maximum Ph.D. from the University of
amounts, but at a time in which more beneficial activities California at Berkeley in 1963. He
face substantial cutbacks, there can be litt_le justification was a research associate at
made for continuing the funding of such exclusive and Harvard University's Center for
expensive activities for a few. With the exception of _International
Affairs from
ABA/LSD qmferences, at which SBA represents the entire 1964-1966 and has taught at th·e
student body, all organization convention requests might University of California at Davis
therefore be denied funding for 1975-76.
·
and ·at the University of Wisconsin
, Organizations which request allocations for other at Madison. His books include The
activities involving travel or lodging should, where such low In Political lntegrotlon
activities are a'ctually supportable for their benefit.to the (l 9 71 ), and The Po/lites of
reputation of the student body, at least provide justification · Rights: lawyers, Public Polley
in those terms.
and Po/It/cal Change (1974).

We believe, however, that the SBA must, in deciding
the 1975-76 allocations, define for itself certain general areas.
of funding priorities in a period of retrenchment like the
current one. While resort to a utilitarian formula, where
greatest funding would go to activities benefiting the greatest
number of students, may be too mechanistic a solution, SBA
must subject each alloc~tion request to close scrutiny and
appraise them all according to the criterion of relative worth
to the student body at large.
Activities which provide benefits, or at least an equal
opportunity for participation, for all students should clearly
be accorded _priority for funding. Those activities which are
available only to few should naturally be the lowest priority .
In between, of course, exists a continuum of relative
SBA's priorities, in any case, should focus upon Former Law Review Editor
priorities, which can likewise be equitably funded under the activities which are intramural and beneficial to the largest
Mr. Tigar graduated from the
same criterion.
null)ber of students..
University of California at
Berkeley in 1966, where he was
editor of the law Review. He rose

Onto The Bandwagon.

Into Disgrace

to prominence as a

How 'ironic it was that, no sooner had the above
editorial on the relative wastefulness of convention
allocations been formulated, that the SBA .should rush ·
headlong, with an incredible expenditure of student funds
and in the name of the student body, into the greatest
"convention" boondoggle ever : the undertaking of a
lobbying effort in the New York State legislature on behalf
of the Attica movement.
The same bandwagon that stopped at Norton Union
last week has now ~oiled through O'Brian Hall, carrying
away with it a big chunk of SBA's treasury.

local news media proclaiming that the law students at this
school demand this Attica amnesty.
The SBA actions, reflecting an unwelcome change in
the composition of that body, ar.e an unconstitutional abuse
of delegated power, a likely violation of the SUNY
guidelines for activity fees, a wasting of common student
funds for the political commitments of some, and a foolish
. conr/nµed on pag• B
imper.iling of SBA 's tax exemption.

/3y a vote of '13 to 6 last Friday, the SBA
representatives have purported to commit us, and $1300 of
our mandatory activity funds, to an ''official " position
demanding the dropping of all Attica indictments and
convictions returned by gr~nd .juries and trial juries. Two
buses will be rented to carry approximately 100 students to
the State Assembly on Monday, when Assemblyman Arthur
Eve will introduce an Attica amnesty resolution, so that they
might, as SBA supporters of the measure put it, either just
"observe the legislature" or - more truthfully - participate
in a planned Attica demonstration and lobby_ing effort for
Mr. Eve's bill. Further, SBA is going to send letters to the
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radical 11

lawyer in the 1%O's with such
cases as Dellinger v. United Stales
(Chicago Seven), United States\v.
Rap Brown {wire tapping issue),
and People r- Angela Davis. Tigar
taught law at the University of
California at Los Angeles from
1969-1971 and maintained a
private practice of international

,law in France from 1972-1974:
His
book,
Bourgeois
Revolutionaries and the law,
written with M.R. Levy, will be
published later this year.
·
· Dr. Walser received his Ph.D.
from Harvard University' in 1961
and taught at Princeton University
from 1!162-1966. At Harvard ne
teaches . "History• of Pdlitical
Thought" and "Problems in
Contempprary
Political
Philosophy." Dr. Walzer is the
author of The Revolution of the
Saints: A Study In th• Origins of
Radical Politics
(1965), .
- ·contlnu,d on_potJI S
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Ap;il 24 1 1975

American
Injustice

l~IIIIIIIIIIIIJIIII IIIIE
by Jeff Chamberlain

Little ·things affect little minds

- Benjamin Disraeli
1. Deed, filed for record August 9, 1881, duly
recorded in Vol. 40 of Deeds, Page 251, Cass County,
..,
Illinois. is entirely valid, and reads:
I, J. Henry Shaw, the grantor herein,
Who lives at Beardstown - the coun\y within,
For Seven Hundred Dollars to me paid today
By Charles E. Syman, do sell and convey Lot Two (2) - in Block Forty (40) said county and
town,
·
Where Illinois River flows placidly down,
And warrant the t~tle forever and aye 1
Waiving homestead and m_ansion, to botti a goodbye,
And pledging this. aeed is valid in law,
I.~dd my signature'.
- )..Henry Shaw
I, Sylvester Emmons. who lives at Beardstown.
A Justice of Peace of fame and renown,
Of the County of Cass in Illinois State,
Do Certify here that on the same date
One J. Henry Shaw to me make known
That the above deed and name were his own,
And he stated he sealed and delivered the same
His homestead therein, but left all alone
Turned his face to the street and hi s back to his
home.
2. Bedinger v'. GraybiU:s Executor, 302 S. W. 2d' 594
(Ky. 1957): A childless husband legally adopted his wife as
his child to enablti her to take the entire remainder in a
trust fund which his mother had bequeathed "to his heirs
at law."
,.,
./. In 1937 (Re MiJl•rr. 1 9,om. _t,._R. 65), the ~a lillity
of a will was upheld notW,thstanding this provision : "Ail
the rest'and residue of my property wheresoever situate. I
·'
.,J, ·.•.·
,.
•,:,,r,, 1; , rd !• v ,..

give devise and' bequeath unto my ExecUtors and Trustees
. . . to convert into money as they deerri advisable and
invest all the money until the expiration of nine years
from my death and then call in and convert it all into
money and at the expiration of ten years from iny death
to give it and all its accumulations to the Mother who has
since my death given birth in Toronto ' to the greatest
number of children ... ''

National Lawyer, Guild Commentary
The recent disclosures of official illegality in the '
Attica prosecution have confirmed allegations consistently
made by the Attica defense over the last three and "one-half
·years. These revelations of cover-up, whitewash and
interference with the right to a fair trial havt exposed the
State of New York and its officials as the reahc,irllinals. It
should be instructive to review just these most Current
4. Miller v. Miller, 78 Iowa 77, 35 N.W. 464 (1889) charges out of the scores of abuses and wrongs which have
concerned a contract tietween a husband and wife. to the been heaped upon the Attica Brothers, because of
effect that the wife shall . refrain · fr.om scolding, their immediacy and importance.
faultfinding. and anger, and keep the family home in a,
Former assistant chief prosecutor Malcolm Bell.
comfprtable and reaspna!>IY good condition; and the according to a New York Times report on April 8, turned
husband shall provide all necessary exp~ns.es of the famjly over to Governor Carey some two and·one-half months ago·
and pay to the wife in addition a certain sum per month. a 160-page report indicating the one-sided focus of the
The contract was held invalid as against public policy.
prosecution. The report charged. among other things,
"that the inquiry into whether crimes were committed by
5. In the 4th ceniury, the' Bishop of Brescia deciar.ed state troopers and corrections.officers 'lacks integrity' and
all persons heretical who denied the division of the world was being 'a'borted' by Mr. Simonetti," 'i:he chief
as made by Noah to his three sons. Where did Noah get prosecutor. This comes as no surprise to those familiar
disinterested witnesses?
with the circumstances surrounding Ahica. The McKay
L
h
"
f .
I" (h
Commission, which issued its official report in September
)
'b'I'
awyer~ ave a p_ro ess1ona
uman res.Pons, I ity ! 1972. concluded that during the retaking of the· prison
to t~eat ~heir secre_tanes ~ people commanding dec~nt " there was clearly indiscriminate firing into congested
salan~~' Job security, fringe ~enefits, goo~ working areas by merr'who did not value the inmates' lives ... u (p.
cond1t1ons, and respect as the dedicated professionals they . 402 ) and that subsequent to the retaking, troopers and .
are.
cotrections officers engaged in assaults against inmates as a
6. Brookhaven Steam Laundry v. Watts, 214 Miss. reprisal for the rebellion (pp. 442-46). Yet no indictment
569, 59 So. 2d 294 (1952) was a workman's compensation against any state officer had been returned by either of the
case in which the claimant was a route driver delivering two grand juries assigned to investigate Attica. The
and picking up laundry. On one of his regul_ar stops, he was systematic manipulation of the grand jury process over a
about to pick up a suit to be cleaned when confronted by three-year period makes it clear that the Attica Brothers
an irate husband, who exclaimed, "Well, I caught y'all." can never get a fair trial - this discriminatory applicatiOQ
Being in Mississippi, he shot first and asked questions later. of law sanctions official crimes (including murder). while
Compensation was denied. It seems thal the same suit had simultaneeusly condemning the Attica Brothers for justly
rebelling in - response to inhuman conditions. Tt,is alone
been cl eaned the day before.
should be sufficient to require that all charges against all
7. Finally, a 1956 Oklahoma case, Chappell v. the Attica Brothers be dropped.
Chappell, .29~ P. .2d 7§8,.,7.'/1, i~)ro~uced to the common
As if the immense armaments, financial resources,
law a principle of "unria(eral incompatib ility," saying, "It and one-sided legal process used by the State to overwhelm
should not be a ground for divorce where only one .of the the Attica Brothers were not enough, it has now been
learned that a paid FBI informant infiltrated parts of the
parties to·a marriage is incompatible."
i,._, 1 i-. ,:
, t: 1 ,, .i~ )., .J. . 1 J iv1,,
,.11 ,.Jddef~hse~-JAtJ2l 'h'tw~ 1confetertce' •htld1'in•·Buffaktf Mary Jo

~-.
......
..,..
S,o·"''' 1•'0··''u'''rn·'·'·e•''"":r' '$" 'Tr'u'"''f.h,-..I!,,,,-----•-------------•

, ,., ,cool< -stated that sne had · operated 'aS"an FBl"informant
thai · she had worked as ' part of the ju,;
evaluation/selection team in the Hill-Pernasilice case. and
that she "said a lot" to the FBI. (Courier-Express, April
Major concerns voiced by the sec retaries included 13, p. 27). The FBI confirmed that Ms. Cook was indeed a
Association' of Women Law Students
11
'any
lack of job securhy 1 capricious firings, lack of seniority paid informant but denied that she furnished
Commentary
11
benefits, unclear definitiqn of duties (being expecte·d to do information to the FBI from the Attica defense,' The
Last year some representatives 0f the Association of everything and anything}, low salaries, and lack of respect. denial; even if true, conspicuously omits a~ ,much as it
Women Law Students attended a meeting of a group of .The isol ation of secretary from office to office. the denies - the prosecution. of course, is being conducted by
legal secretaries who were considering ' forming a Jabor numerous ·employ~rs involved , and fear of reprisals, make the state - informatibn about the defense rtJight welJ have
- continued on poge 6
.... continued on page 6
union. We would like to share some of what we learned
from the women with Opinion read'ers.
The secretaries with whom we spoke were intelligent.
articulate, and well organized. Although they shared a
professional attitude towards their work, they reported
bein~ treated with a lack of respect by some of..the lawyers
for whom . they worked. Being interrupted while in the
by Carl S.' Heringer
exciting teams, and are · only a few hours away as the
,1
ladies• room and ordered to type a letter, expected to
thruway drives.
come in early, w9rk through lunch hours, or stay late, or
Take a look out the wiQdow, check the Outside to see
Also beyond television (talk-about clever seg_ues) lies
subjected to embarassing remarks about why she must take · if spring has arrived yet. One can never be too sure here in Buffalo radio. If you haven't listened in the past year, try
an hour away from -work for a gynecologist appointment the Queen City. Don't sell your snow tires yet.
again. At least a half-dozen stations have gone through
was not an unusual experience. Neither were remarks from
There are certain sureflte indicia of spring - the format changes, and the improvement is evident.
lawyer to secreta,Y mocking her for being dumb or lazy Easter parade, r<?1>in-1ed 'breast's
th~, baseb~ll season.
AM: WGR (550) once middle of the road, is more
after piling on more work than is humanly possible for her Pm not quite an expert on America's National Pastime, so into AM rock (top forty), oldies. sports. and contests.
to finish.
· ·' ": , '
' •
;0 ; ,
,, ,
I called my bookie My.les the , f,lagician ,1(who'll-1retlll'~ 1 :W.Ell~J979) ,once AM rock, ,can.n ot qe pig~onholed.
Lawyers . earning ' large salaries are paying their Der~Y, ,tmw)r to , cJu~ me, ,in, Therefore, the responsibility Not strictly MOR, they combine .,the best elFm,e nts of
secretaries (app/oxiniately) bJ\ween $80 and $.1JO, per . for1 t~e ~i~":l :'!'e _hi~, my fault ) s merely in relating them. folkrock, pop, and light jazz: It's different from 'any other
1
,
•
'
•
' station I've ever heard, and more than worth a few minutes
week, thoug~ the secretarieS e~ficienify ~~P~re'lega~ ·pap~/s.:
1
(many' of which we w6uld expect to·
6re~ared ·by" :•: '111i$ prblTfise{ he told n)e,' to ~e-an exciting baseball on yourradio.
attornies), interview clients, keep track of cases arid season. Iii the American' league 'East' this year tile N. Y.
FM : WBUF '(93) once pure Muza~, now a progressive
clients, and perform numerous other tasks which require Yankees and Baltimore Orioles have picked up key rock station, playing new and old albums, in lengthy sets
skill, ,sensitivity and intelligence. Many work under high personnel which makes them co,favorites for the title. The of uninterrupted listening.' No loud hype, no jingles, and a
pressure conditions. According to the secretaries, they do Yankees caught Jim (Catfish) Hunter and Bobby Bonds, minimum of gab.
WGRQ (97) no more Rufus Coyote and top forty.
the majority of work in matrimonial cases. Despite their while the Orioles continued to make cagey trades with the
low pay, the women are expected to dress fashionably and National League, getting Ken Singleton, Lee May, and The old WPHD staff inhabits most of this station, and they
spend a large portion of their salary on good clothes. ,At Mike Torrez. Needless to say (but anyway) all eyes are'on feature FM rock, concentrating on a Top 50 album format.
. WBEN (102) Again, a move from MOR into the rock
the time of the meeting, some women were forbidden to the Cleveland Project.
.
'. ,
wear slacks to work.
In the West, will the loss of Hunter cripple ihe . gap left by WPHD. All music is on tape, they mix AM
While a boss may disappear for a two hour lunch Oakland Athletics? Texas probably has" the best chance of singles with album cuts. No disc jocke)'6, so lots of air time
break or an afternoon of golf, some secretaries complained standing in their stead·, if they answer their serious pitching for records.
.
of adverse employer reactions when they needed to take a question.
WYSL (102) Once WPH0 and Buffalo's only
day off to care for ·• sick child. One divorce\J mother was
The Natio~al League is probably the most progressivt~sic station, new owner has abandoned its
told at a job interview that she would be expected to put competitive, with almost every team (sorry, Chicago) given old audience, 'an~ retreated back to Top 40, jingles, and
her job first, above her d~ughter. Asked if she would stay a reasonable chance to win. It just depends on the breaks. contests, simulcasti~ with WYSL-AM: ,
home from work if her child was sick, the woman ·
Los Angeles and Cincinnati should battle for the
Rumor - Buffal1', will soon get an all news/all time
explained indignantly that her child came before anything National League
Westdl>n Division Title. Tommy John and station.
' ,
1
to her. This woman, a responsible employee, was not Gary Nola9 ~re their respective keys, with Nolan t_he more
. Fact - I'm looking for ¼!_eas on record reviews and
asserting the right to miss many days, merely the right the dependable of the two as of now.
·
such. If you have any favorites "you:d like to share, let me
boss takes as &iven for himself to ta~e a rare day off '(hen
As far as 1've been told, Buff~lo has no baseball team know (and let me borrow the alb'b'll) and we'll let the
family responsibilities call. Most unionized employees h_ave , (so the bumper-sticker people have some respite), but, mighty written word pass on the virtues of your favorite
this ri&ht. Imagine the gall of paying a woman $100 a week beyond television, _both Pittsburgh and Cleveland have virtuoso. Thank you.
and telling her her Job should come before her child!

The E9utside World
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Bflo. Finishes 2nd in Tax Competition

OPINION

9

by Karen Leeds

Buffalo's Moot Court team,
consisting of Carl Goldfield and
!)on Bergevin, tied Albany for
best brief and placed ~econd
ove~all,1tin r last week's Albert R.
Mugel Tax Competition. Buffalo
was edged only by the
Cleveland-Marshall team in the
final · round of the Competition.
Goldfield also won the award for
best oralist in the two-year-old ·
event.
The Tax Competition problem,
drafted by Prof. Ken Joyce, this

!ii

year concerned the questions of
whether a trust transaction was a
__ _ .
1
permissable assignment of income Tax Competition team: Carl Goldfield (right) has Don Bergevin well in
and whether a realty transaction hand after final round. ·
was a sale or only a lease. Carl w h i c h
B u ff a I o
a n d number of points eacti· judge
Howard worked on Buffalo's brief Cleveland-Marshall advanced on awarded for oral scores in each
along
witti
Goldfield
and the basis of their brief and oral round, to which separate brief
Bergevin.
scores combined, waS Associate scores were added later to
In the preliminary rounds, the Tax Court Judge William A. determine team standings for the
home team defeated the Capital Goffe, who was joined on the final round.
University and University of bench by Prof. Mugel and Stephen
Other teams represented were
Albany ,
Maine,
Detroit teams before panels Miller, Assistant Regional Counsel Syracuse ,
composed of local tax attorneys, ' for the IRS.
Brooklyn, Seton Hall, St. John's,
IRS counsels, and faculty.
Scoring for the Competition New England, Fordham, and
Presiding over the final round, to was based on an avera8e of the Toledo.

3rd in Patent Competition
A Buffalo Moot Court team
finished in third place in the
Eastern round of the Giles
Sutherland Rich Patent Law
Competition, held April 4-6 in
Washington, D.C.
This year's problem involved
the use by an oil company of
various
petroleum
cracking
catalysts, patents on which were
held by a ' chemical company.
Various issues of patent law with
antitrust . implications, , including
double patenting, licensin" and
patent suppression, were' argued.
The competitio~. sponsored by
the
American
Patent
Law
Association, was conducted on a
rigorous elimination basis. The
Buffalo team, consisting of Linda
Heary, Paul Groschadl , Tom
Lochner, and Dan McDonald,
submitted briefs, along with 13
other schools, oh both sides of the
case. A "winnowing committee"
th.en invited eight· teams to
Washington for the oral argument.
Buffalo's briefs ranked second of
the original 14.

Ideas Shared
At Women & Law

-

, Spirit and energy ran high at the Sixth International Conference
on Women and the Law, March 21 -23, 1975 in Palo Alto; California.
Over 1500 women attorneys, law students, and legal workers attended,
representing ·every part of the country. Contacts were made with other
women involved in work concerriing the problenls of . women and
prison, and ideas and experiences were shared.
. ...
The conference was divided into a series of, five workshop
0
sessions, each consisting o( a choice between , overviews, 11 panel
discussions by distinguished experts in each particular field, and
''technicals,'' action~oriented workshops geared towards sharing legal
strategies fer each area of law covered. Choosing five topics out of.over
fifty offer•~ was a fru,s trating task.
The overview on " WonJen and Welfare" concentrated on specific
problems of compulsory work requirements a~d compulsory support"
from absent fathers. Djsc;;rimination agai,:ist women by tbe social
security system was also discussed. 11 Constitutional Litigation'' focused
on the jurisdictional aspects of constitutional cases. and ffie ~is'tory of
sex discrimination c;;ases before the Supreme Court. 0 Rape - A
Criminal Law Perspective" deait with the problems of the current rape
statutes and how legislation in New Mexico and Michigan haS tried to
solve some of the major difficulties.
Richette offers views
In the "Criminal Law"· overview, Lisa Richette, a judge in the
Court of Common" Pleas of Philadelphia, discussed society's overuse of
criminal sanctions against women who are sexually energized (i.e., the
prostitution laws) and the underuse of its power against men who are
sexually energized (i.e., rape laws). Ms. Richelle also emphasized the
extreme role-typing of women in the criminal justice system. Victims
of non-sexual assaults are treated with extreme deference and pity they are· "Madonnas" - while victims of sexual assault are treated as
seducers - · they are "whores," Susan Perry I DireCtof of Prison Projects
of the National Conference of Black ~awyers of Atlanta, discussed her
work on the Joan Little trial. She emphasized the lack of any data
available on the sexual abuse of women prisoners and asked for iny
available information to be sent Jo )?F,r. 1 ,,. ,,,.,cJ ,.,
. 1
,
1
The technical on "Women ill Jail and Prison" was especially
rewarding. The various considerations involved in bringing law suits
ag~\~s,t ,/?~~ty , i~i! J t er.c;. ~i/R.~sse~,. .,~ \\~n ,4,ke, Dir'7\ 9r,_ of the
Womens Rights Project of the Northern ~alifornia Civil Li~erties
Unih n, explkiped that
a1pect i:if iHe s'uii'b1btig~t
tiaWn
County ' Jail chall~ng°iri'g tli~ unequal treatment of ~om~n was the
availability of a good plaintiff. The woman _plaintiff had received a
ten·dil,Y sentence for a drunk driving charge. While a man sehtenced for
thi s same offense would automatically be sent to an honor farm ,
women are kept in a maximum security prison due to the lack of any
other available facility. This provided a ~ase of.discrimination solely on
the basis of sex. A general conditions suit currently being bro~ght
again st the Contracosta County Jail was also discussed.
The B_uffalo Women's Prison Project is now working on a
class-action conditions suit against the Erie County Holding Center.
Many good idea~ for neW legal strategies wei"e suggested, such as
checking into any funding by federal agencies, as federal regulations
prohibit use of funds for discriminatory purposes.

blie

- Zoetsch

Patent Competition team : {I to r) Dan McDonald, Paul Groschadl,
Tom Lochner.
Buffalo defeated Duquesne in
the quarterfinal round, held at
George Washington Law Sc.h ool ,
while Tennessee beat Rutgers.
Emory won against Toledo, and
George
Washington
whipped
.Notre Dame. In the semifinals,

~g~ins~tlle'

conaucted at the Patent Office in
Alexandria, Va., Buffalo lost to
Tennessee, and Emory defeated Success in workshops
George Washington. Emory won
In the same workshop, women from the Women's Prison Legal
the competition in the final round Education Project described the success they have .had in conducting
at Georgetown Law School, while workshops within women's prisons. The scope of the subjects they
Buffalo finished third on the basis cover is broad: legal research, basic survival skills, such as food stamps
of points accumulated.
. and welfare procedures, medicine and society , and behavior
modification techniques are just a sampling. Prior tq the conference,
the Women 's Prison Project had been discussing ways to expand the
direction of their program inside the Erie County Holding Center. The
Women's Legal Education Project provided new ideas and energy.
They are forwarding a list of the basic materials used in each worksh(lp
Graduation Committee request approved
so
that t~ey may be ljsed as a base to develop localized programs
The Graduation ·committee also received
within the next month. The Buffalo Women's Prison Project hopes to
the full amount of its request, $8,!5, after
. begin implementation of these programs.
0
Committee representative Pam Heilman
More information on the conference is available in the
explained that while the Committee would
of
Women
Law
Students'
office,
room
509. Notes and
AssoCiation
be paying more this year for an outside
materials from the workshops will become part pf the p_e(manent file.
commencement speaker, other efforts had

Allocations Busy SBA
Two major allocations dominated the
Student Bar Association meeting of April 9,
when the SBA directors voted strong
financial support for the work of both the
Placement and Graduation Committees.
A Placement Committee request for
$1500 to meet the cost of advertisements for
the recent placement directorship was
approved following a . report on the search
from Warren Gleicher, an SBA representative
and Pla~ement Committee member.
that thirty-five
Gleicher
reported
applications for the position have already
been received. Several were from California
and other areas where the advertisement was
published. The $1500 requested by the
Committee for the advertisements would, he
said, be supplemented by another _$1500
from the Law School administration.
Transportation and accommodation expenses
for interviewees. for the job, who will be
invited to visit the Law School as the next
sup of the search, will be funded by the
School and the Alumni Association.

been lllade to cut corners on graduation
expenses. ·one reason that additional funds
we.re needed, she · indicated, was that the
University had withdrawn its financial
assistance to the law School graduation this
year, after having paid for the programs in
previous years.
SBA had previously provided · $400 and
the Law School $500 for graduation, but
rental of Kleinhans Music Hall alone · is
expected to cost $400, printing of ,the
programs $300, .. and reception expenses
another $500.
·
The directors also voted special
honorarium ($400) and traveling funds
($125) fpr a Law Day (May 1) speaker this
.year, who will be Marshal Perlman. His topic
will be the right to privacy.

LONG ·IN PREPARATION
MUCH HERALDED AND
-TODAY IT'S HERE!
This Afternoon (April ·24),
4 to 6 p.m. At FANNY'S Sheridan & MIiiersport

)I

OPINION

Fenton Lectures
Obligations: Essays on
Disobedience, •War, and
Citizenship ·(1970), Political
Auct/on"(1971), and Reglcldeani
ReYO/utlon (1974).
The
Fenton Series was
established in 1922 by the
children of industrialist James
Fenton "to make avai lable from
time io time the lecturing services
of distinguished rrien and women
not otherWise associated with the
teaching staff of the university."
Under its auspices the series has

- continued from

Manke Speaks on
"Torture in Vietnam"

p• i

broughtanumberofdistinguished
speakers to Buffalo covering a
wide rangeof topics.
The lectures are arranged
through the Office of . Cultural
Affairs. This year's program has
· been
administered
in
collaboration with ' the Law
School, whose Mitchell Lecture
Committee has made it possible
for the guest speakers to
· participate in a series of talks and
seminars with faculty and
students·at th• Law School.

by Robin Skinner
Hugh Manke, a third-year law student, spoke to
members of the International Law Society and other
students recently on the subject of "Torture in
South Vietnam." Mr. Manke spent several years in
Vietnam both on the ·staff and as the director of
lnt~ national Voluntary Services. IVS is an
organ'ization with members from seven · nations
i~volved in promoting self-sufficiency· in the villages
of South Vietnam.
After discussing the basic court structure of
South Vietnam, Mr. Manke cited some of the laws
under which persons were arrested, imprisoned and
tortured. Laws have been passed which make it a
crime to 11 directly or indirectly practice Co'mmuriism
or pro-Communist neutralism." The latter is defined
as one who commits acts of propaganda for and
incitement of neutralism.· Once, the entire
membership of the student government ofone of the
universities was arrested and tortured without ever
having any charges leveled against them. A decision
by the Supreme Ceurt of South Vietnam ordering
the release of all the students was completely
ignored and the practices continued. Manke also
claimed that, under Project Phoenix, an operation
originated by the United States government through
the CIA, any person could be stopped for

Faculty Table P~oposal
- contlnut!d from page 1

Disagreements amoug faculty
. Prof. John Schl~el said that )Yhile he liked . the idea of
pre-Christmas exams, he found that starting two weeks earlier with the
spring semester would leave the faculty with less _free time in January
for academic pursuits. t>rQf. Marc Galanter elaborated on this, saying
that 0 it's a good tra'de from the students' point of view - but not so
for the faculty," because the faculty would then be stuck with the
burden of grading exams over Oui~tmas. He ·suggested at least an
extension of the deadline for submission of fall 5J1mester grades.
Prof. Adolf Hamburger added that the more ample time for
studying provided by the vacation is better educationally for students,
and that "an early stop may not be to students' best interests." Prof.
Andrew Spanogle concurred that it is better for students to be relieved
from immediate exam pressures at the end of the semester.
In response, student representative Mark Hellerer noted that

Back to committee
.
,
,
.
1
Dean Richard Schwartz, ·ob.setving the 11 mixed reaction" of the
faculty, sugg~sted that the proposal be referred back to the Budget and
Program Review Committee for m<?re d~ta1led~study; , · . , 1 ., 1 •
·•
De~ate continbed " iiowever · with' Assoc. Dean Flelrnng ar~~•ng
Ji~· P.IP1eril)fi6~~~ie.r1ric<ln·ve~ie·n~~s·
~jff~~SL
~alena'at foho\ved by the rest of the Un,vers,ty for tne dorn;u)or,es,
11
buses,, and food service. The majority of law schools have exams
bCfore Christmas," he added, ':so it can't be . totally unsound
ediJcationally."
....
.
Prof. Hamburger indicated that the referendum results still
worried him, as those students who prefer post-Christmas exa~s might
not have been motivated to vote. Responding to Mr. Fleming, Prof.
Newhouse contended that the only way the Law School's semester
could be made to conform to the UJ1iversity's would be to reduce the
number of weeks in the Law semeSter, which cannot be done due to
Court of Appeals restrictions.

ih~,

s~,YRP?1~f~in~fllW

,rpm

Proposal tabled
·
Professors Howard Mann and Bill Greiner then moved to refer
the proposal back to the BPRC to draft actual calendar option_, for
consideration in May, which motio!' the faculty passed. Reg,strar
Charles Wallin noted that the administration would try to draft an
.option which . would provide for early exams, yet would also allow a
lengthier study break .before the exams.
.
.
In another action, the faculty voted to r~qu,re all first-year
students, beginning with next year's enteri_ng class, to take
Constitutional' Law I in the secon~ semester of their first year.

SBA Presents

THE .
))

SPRING
'PARTY

questioning concerning his activities and sympathies.
By 1971 over 40,000 persons nad been killed _and ·
over $700 million had been spent as ., result of this
program.
Following the exposure of these repeated cases
of imprisonment and torture of political prisoners,
an international committee filed .a petition with a
subcommittee of the United Nations Commission on
Human Rights. The petition contains documentation
of several cases of torture, and requests that the
United Nations t.ke action to remedy the present
situation and prevent further violations of basic
human rights. To date, no overt action has been
taken on the petition. Recent events in South
Vietnam being what they are, the issue may soon
become moot.
-In a question and answer session following the
presentation, Mr. Manke discussed the basic lifestyle
of the Vietnamese and how it had been altered by
the presence' of France and lhp United States. He
also discussed· the different ideologies held by
segments of the population in South Vietnam
ranging from "hard core an ti-Communists 11 to those
seeking the old, agrarian way of life, as espoused by
the Viet Cong, to Communist sympathizers.
According to Manke, this variety of _political goals
makes it extremely difficult to unite the people
behind a single gov~rnmenL

Monday Morning...
In lbe Library

there is currently little break in the spring between classes and e.Xams,
hence that it ma¥ not be pedagogically necessary. Prof. Daniel Gifford
felt, however, that perhaps the School might then lengthen the spring
study break rather than shorten the one in the fa ll. In any case, he
wanted "to hear more about the educational reasons fot early-stop."

ihe
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Obviously many students are
•not aware of our cherished
tradi'tion ,. of resh elving the
rep'orters wh.en they are throllgh
using them . The pressures of
deadlines for writing courses and
for the law review competition are
real and harsh, but they are no
justification for failing to extend a
minimal courtesy to otqer library
users.

Similarly, the ~erson who can
read nine reporters simultaneously
is rare. However, the people who
apparently· think they can do so
are plentiful. Perhapj though, the
people who are seen in the library
jealously guarding their horde of
volumes have another motive that of hoarding books before
others can do so. Were it only a
matter of isolated in!lividuals
behaving in> such a miscreant
fashion, it would be tolerable.
However, as more and more
people learn from this bad
example · and as this petty
deviance begins to become a
norm
the inefficiency and
· stupidity become apparent as tl)e
whole system grinds to a halt.
- Photos by Zaetsch
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Environmental .Notes:

Powerline Pollution

\
by Louise B. Youna
National Wildlife Federation
Everyone agrees th'at electric transmission lines are
appalingly ugly, but suggesting that they are health hazards
and sources of environmental pollution is as surprising to
most people as saying that the homely freckle,faced boy
next door is ~uilty of rape and sodomy. But the extremely
high voltage lines which are currently being constructed in
many places around the country are causing side effects
which are degrading the quality of life and may be
endangering the health of the people living nearby.
Transmission techriology has now reached the point

where lines carrying 765,000 volts are operating in a
number of states and lines designed to carry up to
2,000,000 volts are being perfected for the near future.
These very high voltages are carried on bare, unshielded
conductors that pass in many places just 40 or 50 feet
above roads and farms. In the vicinity of these lines there
is a very intense electric field which causes small but
continuous currents to run in everything near the line the ground, the plants, the fai'mer on his tractor. There is a
surprisingly large voltage difference between one point in
space and another, say a yard away. The differe~ce
between these two points may be as high as 50,000 volts
under a 765,000 volt line. This electric field can be made
visible in a rather dramatic way by carrying an ordinary
flourescent bulb in your hand as you walk in the vicinity
of the line. The bulb lights up without benefit of batteries,
cords or metallic connections to ground.
Most people who see this experiment immediately ask
what effect current< and fields of th is strength have on
People and other living things. Considering the importance
of this question, one might assume' that it had been quite
thoroughly investigated by the power companies, before ,
building such lines; but a search of the scientific literature
reveals the fact that this subject has not been adequately
studied. The few research ~rojects that have been done
show that there may be profound effects caused by these
fields.
About eight or 10 years ago, ·when American utilities
were starting to use extra-high voltage transmission, two
tests were conducted by the companies. In one'-experiment
they exposed 22 mice to strong b1ectric field rt'or a portion
of each day over a 10-month period. The results showed a
statistically significant reduction in the size 'or the male
progeny of the exposed mice. The other study involved 10
linemen who did repair work on 345,000 volt lines. The
company watched these men for nine years, doing seven
complete medical examinations on them. At the end of
that time, three of the lO·men had significantly reduced
sperm count. However, since sperm count had been quite
variable throughout the various medical examinations, the
report s4ted that it would be hazardous to draw any
conclusion on the significance of these facts from such a
small sample. Studies of this type, of course, should
examine a much larger number of people over a longer
period of time.
•
A much more thorough examination of this problem,
however, has been conducted in . Russia. In 1962, after the
first Russian 500,000 volt lines -had been operating for
several months, men working at the substations began to
complain of headaches and a general feeling of malaise.
They associated these symptoms with exposure to the
electric fields. The Russians made a long-term study of 250
men working at e.xtra-high voltage substations. These

OPINION

results were compared with medical examinations of men the world. No one really understands the reasons for the
working at lower voltage substatlons. The studies high levels that are being recorded. The chl!'mistry is
concluded that long-time exposure to intense electric fields complex and a large number of factors are probably
without protective measures resulted in 11 shattering the involved, but power lines and other high voltage
dynamic state of the central nervous system, heart, and equipment are certainly among the contributing factors.
blood-vessel · system, arid in changing blood structure, Transmission _lines do generate ozone; even the power
Young men complained of reduced sexual potency." As a companies admit that. They argue that the amounts are
result of these tests, the Russians have set up safety very small, but the studies that they rely on in making this
standards for maximum exposure to strong electric fields. statement are neither definitive nor conclusive. The field
The fields which they begin to consider dangerous are measurements, for example, were made under lines that
approximately those that will light up a fluoresce~t bulb in were not energized to the full rat;;i ;oltage. The amount
your hand. A farmer on a tractor under a 765,000 volt line of corona discharge is very sensitive to changeS in voltage
is exposed to fields so strong that the Russians would not as well as to certain weather conditions such as rain or
allow it for even one minute. In this country, we believe snow. A much more careful and impartial evaluation of the
that we have more respect for human rights and human life problem is needed. In view of the fact that ozone
than the Soviets have, yet we have n6t made as much Concentrations already exceed danger levels, we shou1d
effort as they ·have to protect people from this type of know exactly how much these lines contribute to the
damage.
concentration before any more of them are installed.
Recent laboratory studies in th e United States have
Plans reported by the Federal Power Commission call
also turned up positive evidence of biological effects from for more than 10,000 miles of lines ra ed 765,000 volts or
similar electromagnetic fields - effects ranging from higher by the year 1960. A $5 million research and
chromosome damage to high blood pressure and development program· is currently in,· progress, pe~ecting
alterations in levels of blood protein, fats, and cholesterol. lines that will carry 1,000,000 or even up to 2,000;000
Neurological tissue appears to be particularly sensitive, volts, yet there is no federal or state agency th.at is taking
confirming the , fear that long-term exposure may damage responsibility fQr assessing the safety of these installations.
the nervous system , as ·well as cause changes,_ in cellular In the absence of regulatory protection, much 'more public
chemistry and the 'genetic structure· in human beings. Some awareness and public pressure is needed to ipsist that the
of these experiments were conducted in connection with impact of these big lines be thoroughly evaluated before
Project 5 anguine (the enormous 10w frequency antenna this construction plan is carried any further. Once the
which the Navy would like to bu i Id in • order to enormous financial investment has been' made we will be
communicate with its submarines around the world. Some irrevocabl_y committed to this technology.
have been independent university research projects.
_
The other principal pollution hazard from high
tension lin~s results from the fact that they generate ozone
and other highly reactive chemicals. These electrochemical
reactions are caused by the corona discharge that occurs - continued from pogtt J
continuously along the conductors. Walking under these been rel ayed to people other than members of the federal
lines, even in good weather, ·you can hear a crackling, agency. The charges, if they are true, and there is no
sizzling sound which is th& audible m~l}ifestation. of this reason to suppose otherwise, show · an· unconscionable
electric di scharge. In fog , rain, or snow, the corona _interference with ~ d~ff ~cj•9t's , right \o a fair trial and
increases by as much as a hundred-fold. This discharge assi stance of counsel. The revelations suggest that, at a
causes the air to break down as an insulator and the spaCe minimum, the def~nse's entire strategy for jury selection
tl I t!/liHI\, revealed to the
around it . becomes a \teritable seething cauldron of (which was quite irlv~Md)' W
1
electrical .arld chemical act ivity. There 3re many proc·esseS other side• - lhowi•i\,udH>fUrtl\br> tH~ 1'1 rhtusion may have
involved and some of the chemicals foh11ed are consicfered gonegWrltft\l~fie'I I guess. The 1 ~0liViei'lons of Hill and
1
to be particularly damaging to living things. Ozone, one of Pernasilice, if for no other reason (and there are a
·
the principal products, is the most common multitude of other reasons) must be overturned.
On a scale comparatile to Watergate, the State of New
" photochemical oxidant" present in polluted air. R~~ arch
into this phenomenon has showri that chronic exposure to York has engaged in extensive wrongdoing designed to
concentrations of ozone over .05 parts per- million causes cover up official illegality. In the process it has deeply
lung tissue damage; increased incide.nce of sterility, and scarred the lives of the Attica Brothers - the damage to
defective offspring in laboratory animals. It affects the them ·is irreparable. And ye,!. the judicial machine which is
growth and yield of many plants.
condemning them has continued unfalter1ngly. Justice
Regular monitoring stations for ozone levels in the demands that the indictments be dropped and that the
atmosphere have only been operating a few locations convictions be overturned. The process · has been so
during the last two or three decades and it has only been in thoroughly poisoned and the Attica Brothers have already
the last year or so that monitoring has been conducted in suffered so much, that since there can be no fair trial no
many cities and rural locations throughout the country. ma.t ter what the circumst?tnces, there must be no trials.
But several surprising and interesting results have already
emerged from this monitoring. Concentrations in rural
areas are found to be regularly higher than they are in the
i
cities. And levels in both city and country throughout-'
many states exceed the National Air Quality standards for
- continued from page 3
photochemical oxidants on a very large number of days.
Furthermore, over the past few decades the average levels it difficul~ to organize into a labor union. Secretaries and
1
1
have been incre,asing throughout the in~ustrialized parts' of office workers in Dlhe;r= titles ·have brgahized unions, and
perhaps we can look forward to •the day when Buffalo's
hard-working legal secretaries· enjoy the benefits of being
unionized.
•
As future lawyers, we must remember: J.D.s are not
licenses to oppr:ess the people who may work "for"
11
{
with" is a ,better word) us. MQst secretaries are women '
and most lawyers are men. This is not because of the
natural superiority of men, but rather because of the
discrimination faced by women. Given the same
application in response to an inquiry dated ofter May 15, opportunities allotted to their brothers, the secretaries
you will be out of luck.
might be lawyers. Some secretaries are doing comparable
This is of particular importance to students having work already. But all work is important, from the
tuition waivers, either through the 'minority student secretary's taking down information over the phone to her
program or a graduate assistantship. If the school does not boss arguing the case in court. In a different society and in
receive a notice from the Scholar Incentive Bureau that some progressive law. offices today, income and work (so
you have an award or that you have been rejected because far as it is legally permissible) are shared equally by
of residence, you will lose your tuition waiver and be lawyers and non-lawyers. The secretaries at the meeting
responsible for the full tuition bill.
found this idea exciting, but beyond their wildest dreams
at this point.
Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity has announced the
availability of ten minority scholarships for next year. If
Editor'• Note: Due to flruinclal constraints 1enera11y, and a
you are interested in applying, the notice of. the
cltc:lslon by th•. Law Alumnl Aun. to deny an Opinion fundl."I
scholarships is on the bulletin board outside the third floor
requnt, Opinion rqnts to announc■ that thl1 l•ue wlll be tht
lat •nt ,,.. to L1w ~ool Alumni. lndMdual tubtertptlom
mail room. The amount of each scholarship is $500, and
for the 1975-76 Kademlc year.,. awallable for $2.00 at Chi
the deadline _is June 1, 1975. .
addreu, and we encourqti alumni to retain payl"I

American Injustice
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''l''urn of the Strew·
{

by Ian DeWaal
The Financial Aid Office has announced that they
will accept applications for summer work-study tomorrow
morning. Their office will open at 8:30 a.m. and is located
at 312 Stockton Kimball Tower on the Main Street
campus. In a departure from past. procedure, no one will
be told on that day whether they are eligible but will
receive notification the next week. However, you must fill
out an application slip that"day.
It is most likely that · summer-placement for the
work-study program will be handled exclusively through
Wes Carter in Hayes C. I will post information on this prior
to April 25.
If you have not yet received an award notice from the
Scholar Incentive Bureau, you are in danger of losing your
award for this year. The deadline for application is May
15, 197S. Please contact the Scholar Incentive Bureau
Immediately. If they claim they never received an

If anyone se~s Kenneth Manning could you ask him
to stop in and see me In 303 O'Brian.

111btcrtpllon1.

"
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Fall 1974 Grade Distrlliution
H•

Civi l Procedure I
Hom burger
Kane
Hyman
Sch legel
Contracts
Fleming
McCarty
Galanter
Gordon

11
6
8
5

50
54
56
51

8
4
7
9

12

41
46
55
50

14
6
3
5

10
8
9
10

49
45
70
50

11
6
7
6

9
7

48
52
66
52

6
9
1
7

11

19
11

Criminal Law
Holley
Allen
Birzon
Katz

Torts
Be ll
Laufer
Siemer
Lindgren

H

FIRST-YEAR COURSES
D
F
Q

- 'l

3

n

10

3

2
2

Total

Inc.

69
67
80
65.

2
1
2
1

69
56
77

1·

66
70
61
86
66

2·

71
68
78
69

5

~ECO ND & THIRD YEAR ELECTIVES

•111!•

'

I,,',
ll•

,,

H•
Constitutional Law I, Hyman
Federal Tax I (Sec . 1), Joyce
Federal Tax I (Sec. 2), Del Cotto
Administrative Law, Boyer
Collective Bargaining, Newho use '
lnt'I. Prot. of Human Rgts.
1
Buergenthal
3
Confl ict of La~s, Buergenthal
2
Constitutional Law 11 , Mann
2
Corporaie'tax' I, Del Cotto
Corporat~ons (Sec , 2), Zimn:iermann
1
Ev_ide~-~I~' ~W<l fl ~, ",
. ,,
(J .! ~• ird.,
,.future ntere~ts, r:,1 ugel
· .
,,
,5
,
Family Law.(Sec. 1); Blumberg
Fami ly Law (Sec. 2), Swartz
· Labor Law, Koc hery,
Federal Tax 11, Joyce
Government & Land , Kaplan
Land Transactions, Reis
5
Commercial Trans. I, Spanogle
3
Commercial Trans. II, Girth
Trade Regulation, Gifford
Trial Technique, Staff
Civil Procedure II, Koc hery
Criminal Procedure II, Burns
Copyright & Patent, Goldstein
Ame rican Legal History, Gordon
l
Remedies, Lindgren
Sim . Law Firm 1, Boyer
Sim . Law Firm 2, Kaplan
Sim . Law Firm 3, Holley
2
Sim. Law Firm 4, Ho llander
Correction Law Clinic
Schwartz, H.

i

H

Q

D

5
11
14
9
11

51
, 68
56
66
41

4
11
12

9
11
24
14
10
3

24
54
' ' ~-4
20
29

1
7
3

;ll•29 ',

19
8
53
19
10
18
21
12
12
28
15
35
8

10
8
6

3
2
4

,,.!,

5

' 46

53
60
93
22
24
55

62
35
18
30
45
114
44
11
18

F

Total

'4

1.

5

1 ,,
'3
4
9
4

Inc.

bO
90
82.
79
52

'

II

,,,,

5

1
14
13
4
6
1
8
11
4

35
76
63
36
44
14
. · 78 .
81
77 ,
50
150
35
74
102
64
34
58
66
150
61
22
32

2
1
3

r

2
3

1
1
11'

11

16
14
15

3

7

10
1.1

SECOND & TH IRD YEAR SEMINARS
H•
Private Suits in Public Int.
Hom burger
.Adv. Problems Crim . Justice
Burns
Legal & .Phil. Fdn, Bill of Rights
Frankli n
Auto Insurance & Reform
Laufer
Constitutional Litigation
Mann
Problems of Env. Quality
Reis
Quantitative Methods I
McCartV ·
Public Uti li ty Rate Reg.
' Schlegel
Impact of Legislation on
Social Institutions
Katz
Theory of Justice
Gifford

Total

Inc.

4

12

2

14

11

25

18

29

48

5

8

13

H

Q

8

7

2

H

D

F

22

3
11
2

4

2

6

10

4

14
6

4,
6
3

2

3

10
4

2

-
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Onto the Bandwagon.
-,__
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No SBA officer or director now m office campaigned
on any issue even remotely related to Attica. The SBA
Constitution itself limits SBA's delegated powers to, at their
widest, the promoti_on of the Law School's general welfare
and the protection of law students' rights, qua law students
in matters affecting those rights. For any SBA officer or
director to presume to speak for all law students on a matter
outside the scope of his or her delegated power is an
arrogant' flaunting of the SBA Constitution and any
conceivable electoral mandate.
Amont the th irteen, a few, led by 2nd Vice Pres. J.
Glenn Davis, attempted to dissemble the true nature of the
SBA's actions, trying to cloak the lobbying effort in the
guise of "an educational experience" to evade the legal
restrictions on the former. When questioned as to the
curious coincidence of this educat ional experience and the
April 28 lobbying and demonstration , supporters of the bus
trip could mumble only that SBA could not be responsible
for what the bus riders were going to do once SBA got them
to Albany.
It is incredible, too, that an SBA which has already had
to dip dangerously into its surplus funds this year would
further deplete that surplus with a$ 1300 allocation for two
buses. The prevailing attitude, however, as again expressed
.by Mr. Davis, was that "if the money is there, how it will
· affect the budget is irrerevant."
Additionally, little thought was given to the effect that
SBA's entry into the lobbying lists of Albany might have on
its § 501 (c)(3) tax exemption. Even less thought was given
to the public trust held by SBA officers and directors to
insure that fairness is accorded to all students who must pay
the mandatory activity fee , as opposed to merely those who
share their own perspective on Attica matters.
To put it bluntly, SBA's actions of last Friday are a
disgrace. In the present SBA, it has become fashionable to be
cavalierly repressive and discriminatory when one has leftist
ideology and automatic, unanalytical - majorities to hide
behind. One needn't then face anything on its merits or . its
fairness . One needn 't even face oneself after it's done.
It may, unfortunately , be too late to fight t~e $1300
\obbying effort .th.is Monday;,,;\:onc~rned . stuflen.~~ <do,
however, have a number of options with , regard to an :,ilA
which has thrown responsibility to the winds, including the
impeachment mechanism and t,h e seeking of activity fee
waivers.

Sudden death
by Dave Geringer
With an appalling ,lack of foresight, the men
who run basketball and hockey's major leagues
decided to expand their playoffs this season. The
National Hockey League added four teams to its
postseason action, increasing the number of playoff
qualifiers from eight to twelve, while the NBA added
a pair of clubs to create a ten-team elimination .
The league promised that more excitement
would be created by the added playoff positions.
More excitement was created, due principally to the
fact that the playoff positions would be determined
by regular seasqn point totals. There wa~ a three-way
race for the league's overall championship that went
down to the final night of the season. Contests
involving playoff qualifiers who had clinched their
division position · which were previously
unimportant, were now essential as those teams were
in competition with everyone for a higher point total
and thus a more favorab le playoff position.
This brought about the .birth of the
best-of-three "series." In hockey, it is necessary to
have a hot goaltender to win a best-of-three series.
The Boston Bruins, Los Angeles Kings. and New
York Rangers all found this out to their dismay,
The Rangers got off-and-on goal tending (mostly
off} and succumbed to their ' a(ea rivals, the New
York Islanders, who sa.nd'l'iched a good game by
Glenn Resch and a standout performance by Billy
Smith around an 8-3 disaster at home. Toronto's
27-year old rookie, Gord McRae, outshone Hart
Trophy candidate Rogatien Vachon as the Leafs
upset a squad t_hat had topped them by nearly thirty
points this season. The Black Hawks, who should
~ave been preparing for hext season, '!.defeated "
Boston, 6-4, in a game in which they were outshot
by a mere 56-19.
In best-of-seven action, the Bruins would have

been forced to· win a game at .Chicago sometime
during the series, a task that has been accomplished
many times by many teams. 'Instead, Boston may
now sit back and watch teams that did ·not deserve
to see postseason action continue in the Stanley Cup
,series.
The NBA introduced their best-of-three series
involving the fourth and fifth place finishers in each
conference for the right to meet the conference
champion. A home court advantage in basketball -Is
not only advantage, but a necessity in a best-of-three
series. Both teams that won their series, the Houston
Rockets and Seattle Supersonics, possessed home
court advantages, each winning twice at home . to
lock up their series.
The Detroit Pistons battled Seattle to a
seven; point loss in the final game despite a severe
injury that hobbled their star center Bob Lanier and
deserved the positiOn as much as their conquerors.
The same cannot be said of the New York Knicks,
whose horrendous performance in their final game
agai nst Houston conclusively proved thai they
belonged not in the playoffs, but on a .level with the
expansion New Orleans Jazz.
The motive for the introduction of the
additional playoff series was money. Both the NBA
and the NHL realized some additional revenue from
the.added games.
·
However, the NHL may: suffer a more costly
loss. The elimination of the Brujns, a perennial
powerhouse possessed of stars of the highest
magnitude in Bobby Orr and Phil Esposito, may not
hurt ticket sales, since almost all playoff contests are
sellouts. However, the television ratings ..are sure to
dip if a dull contest is televised instead of a possible
matchup involving a team such as Boston. For the
NHL, whose television contract is in jeopardy of
cancellation after the current season it cou ld be
.fatal, as television revenue is what kee~s most sports
afloat.

Voting Records
Voting Record, Motion to allocate $1300 to charter two buses to
Albany for introduction of Assemblyman Eve's Attica amnesty
resolution.
C. Falk - Absent

J. G. Davis - Yes
C. Novack - Yes
C. Solomon - No
R. Waters - Absent
L. Kirschner - Yes
H. Kaminski - No
M. Zehler - No
D. Golden - Yes
K. Shimmel - Yes
R. Klafehn - No

B. Wilson - Yes
R. Megna - Yes
M. Wong - Yes
J. Sosa - Yes
W. Gleicher - Yes
L. Meckler - Yes.
M. Linneman - No
E. Zagajeski - No
L. Zeisel '-- Yes
S. Fox -Yes

Ripltha.nder Mike Dean, the baseball Bulls' top hurler thus far thls.seuon, prepares to deliver to an opposlna hitter at
Peelle Field. Buffa.lo, 1-3 up north thu~ far, hosts crosstown rival Buffa.lo State next Tuesday, Col1a.te Thursday a.ncl
Ca.nlslus ~turda.y on the Mi.In Campus. '

Vietnam Eulogy
by Ted Oziekonski
I had a friend, . His name was
. He had a wif;and child. It
was his number one child - a boy. The wife loved the child, and the
father loved the wife.
I had a friend. He came to study at Newport, Rhode Island. He
was an artist. His picture still hangs there.
I had a friend . He bought me a beer ohce, maybe even twice. He
asked fue i'n for supper. He shared his thoughts. He loved his children.
He hoped they would grow big and strong and happy.
I had a friend. She asked me over for dinner with her family .
They had a simple table, but served me until I was full - good food .
Lots of curious faces wondered - who's that?
·
I had a friend . He would never ask me for anything, but all he had
was mine.
•
I had a friend . He cut my hair every two weeks - for 25 cents
and ~iled when I left.
·
I have a9 enemy -:- it says: play it safe, save your life, enjoy the
strip ~ow, · the beer and booze; those people don't wash, the food
tastes rotten, they talk funny, and they're so different - They don't
have elec:tricity - and . .. and . . . and they loved me.
I had a friend, and now may God have mercy on them.

The Graduating Class of 1975
Faculty of Law and Jurisprudence Cordially Invites
the
Law Classes of 1976 and 19i7
to
Our Commencement Exercises

Sunday, June 8, 1975, 8:00 p.m.
Kleinhans Music Hall
R.eception following in Mary Seaton Room

'

